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ADVANCED BRAKING SYSTEMS
STEERING & SUSPENSION COMPONENTS
COMPREHENSIVE UNDERCAR SOLUTIONS

DEVELOPED FOR PROFESSIONALS BY
PROFESSIONALS
Proven by extensive dynamometer and on-car
testing, Centric’s New PQ PRO™ brake pads are
the industry’s first brake pads that are 100%
compatible with all rotor anti-corrosion coat-

ROAD READY

ings (Like RS200). PQ PRO™’s exclusive Mu500

From the box to your vehicle; no additional preparation or parts are needed.

enhanced friction coating technology provides

ELIMINATES BREAK-IN PROCEDURE

instant stopping power right out of the box and
conditions the rotor swept area—eliminating the
need for time-consuming break-in procedures.

Conditions the rotor braking surface from the very first brake application so
you can start your next job.

APPLICATION SPECIFIC SKUs MATCH OE
Optimize your warehouse space and minimize inventory investment with
these application specific SKUs. SS hardware included where required.

DESIGNED FOR MAXIMUM LONG-TERM PERFORMANCE
PQ PRO™ pads are 100% scorched and 100% positive molded for superior
initial brake effectiveness and long-term stopping power.

100% COMPATIBLE WITH ALL ROTOR COATINGS
Proven by extensive dynamometer and on-car validation, PQ PRO™ pads
with Mu500 are 100% compatible with all rotor anti-corrosion coatings.

Email: Tech@CentricParts.com \

Phone: 310.218.1091

\

Web: www.APCAutoTech.com

OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
PQ PRO™ delivers over 99% coverage with 50% fewer SKUs, driving more inventory turns and accelerating your cash flow. Centric PQ PRO™ drives your business’ operational efficiency!

OE PROCESS, CENTRIC INNOVATION
PQ PRO™ Disc Brake Pads fuse Centric Parts’ legendary first-to-market brake friction research and
development with innovative, proven OE processes. PQ PRO™ brake pads are manufactured using
the positive molding process utilized by original equipment suppliers.

SMOOTH, CLEAN AND QUIET!
PQ PRO™ offers customers low-dust
formulas, multi-layer mechanically-attached

INDUSTRY-LEADING APPLICATION
COVERAGE

shims that eliminate noise and shim

The PQ PRO™ brake pad line offers industry

operation.

leading application coverage for a wide range
The line features over 1,200 SKUs, covering 108

BACKED BY CENTRIC’S ASSURED
ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

vehicle makes and 2,393 models from 1957-

Every set is backed by a One-Year Centric

2020. Each brake pad set comes complete with

Assured Roadside Assistance Guarantee for

application-specific hardware to guarantee

whatever the road may bring.

migration, and precision-cut backing plates
that ensure a perfect fit and smooth

of passenger cars, light trucks, vans, and SUVs.

full restoration of brake system performance,
extend service life and eliminate noise caused
by vibration.

™

FEATURING MU500 COATING
Delivers instant, full stopping power after
installation — no break-in required! Removes
rotor coatings and conditions the braking
surface.

OPTI-CHECK
Early Warning System gives you clear visual
indication of pad service life.

Earth
Friendly

YOUR NEXT MOVE?

Getting access to the industry’s best brake systems,

integration hardware and accessories is easy. Visit www.APCAutoTech.com or
call (310) 218-1091 to locate the distributor nearest to you.

PQPROSS

